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News from ADVANCE at Northeastern

April 2011 - Volume 2, Issue 8
Upcoming Events
Patent and Technology
Transfer: Panel Discussion
April 14, 2011
411 Richards
12:00 - 1:00pm
RSVP Here  
  
Work-Life Integration
with Jamie Ladge
May 18, 2011
411 Richards Hall
RSVP Here
Chair's Corner
What makes for
a successful
(group) leader?
In a recent
article from
Tomorrow's
Professor, the author presents
five common practices shared
by successful leaders that
include: challenging the
process, inspiring a shared
vision, enabling others to act,
modeling the way, and
encouraging the heart. These
practices are said not to be
innate to an individual - but to
include attitudes, procedures,
and skills that nearly anyone
can learn and emulate.

-Graham Jones
Chair of Chemistry and Chemical
Biology, ADVANCE co-PI

Patents and Technology Transfer: A Panel
Discussion
Do you have an idea you want patented or
questions about the patent process?  On
Thursday, April 14, 2011 Jeff Kosiba, of the
Office of Innovation and Commercialization,
will present on the specifics of the patent
process here at Northeastern. Joining him
will be Associate Professor Greg Kowalski
(Mechanical Engineering) and Professor
Vince Harris (Electrical and Computer
Engineering), who both have experience with
the patenting process. The panel discussion
on process and experience will conclude a question and answer
session.
The event will be held from noon until 1:30pm in 411 Richards
Hall. To reserve your space at this informative luncheon, please
RSVP here.
Work-Life Intergration - with Professor Jamie Ladge
SAVE THE DATE!
At noon on May 18, 2011, Northeastern
ADVANCE will host a luncheon in 411
Richards Hall on Work- Life Integration.
Jamie Ladge, Assistant Professor of
Management and Organizational
Development in the College of Business,
will be guiding the conversation. Professor
Ladge is also an expert in stigmatized
social identities and gender and diversity
issues in organizations. She will be
presenting research on the intersection of identity, careers and
work-life integration in organizations. Her presentation will be
followed by a question and answer session and discussion. We
encourage faculty of all levels to come and share their
experiences. From marathoners to moms, all balancing acts are
welcome. Please RSVP here to reserve your place around the
table for this event.

About Advance: www.northeastern.edu/advance
Northeastern University is a National Science Foundation funded ADVANCE
Institutional Transformation site. This site's theme is to advance women in
interdisciplinary and international networks. This 5-year institutional program is
closely aligned with Northeastern's move toward interdisciplinary scholarship and
increased global engagement. The Northeastern ADVANCE Program reports to the
Office of the Provost. ADVANCE is funded by NSF Award HRD-08111701.
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